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Executive Summary
The global economy can be viewed today as a myriad of border-crossing supply chain
networks of production, supply, distribution and marketing systems. Given the enormous
value embodied in these systems, and an environment increasingly characterized by
uncertainty and vulnerability, it is not surprising that concern about supply chain security has
intensified. Concern takes many forms. For example, how supply chains might be used as
vehicles for criminal activity (smuggling, trafficking of narcotics and importing counterfeit
goods) or acts of terrorism (radio-active materials, bombs, even nukes in containers).
Technology-based threats to supply chains, such as cybercrimes, data breaches and IT
failures, now appear more frequently in the literature on supply chain security. These threats
could result in substantial disruption to supply chains and damage to companies and their
customers.Clima But larger storms are brewing, whose menace to supply chain security is
greater still – and where actions to protect supply chains move more slowly. These include the
continued deterioration of transportation infrastructure, a new posture on trade which views
supply chains as threats to jobs and wages, and the impact of climate change. These threats do
not lie off in the distant future; they are threats of today and tomorrow.
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he global economy can be viewed today as a myriad of border-crossing networks of
production, supply, distribution and marketing systems. These networks, reports the
OECD, “have become a dominant feature of world trade, encompassing developing,
emerging, and developed economies….The whole process of producing goods, from raw
materials to finished products, is increasingly carried out wherever the necessary skills and
materials are available at competitive cost and quality.” Given the enormous social and financial
value embodied in these systems, and an environment increasingly characterized by uncertainty
and vulnerability, it is not surprising that concern about supply chain security has intensified.
Concern takes many forms. For example, supply chains might be used as vehicles for criminal
activity (smuggling, trafficking of narcotics and importing counterfeit goods) or acts of terrorism
(radio-active materials, bombs, even nukes in containers). Responses to these concerns deal
mainly with securing containers (using seals and sensors to prevent enroute tampering) and
testing at ports of embarkation and debarkation. 1
Alarms of technology-based threats to supply chains such as cybercrimes, data breaches and IT
failures, are being raised more frequently.2 These incursions could disrupt supply chains and
damage companies and their customers.3 Risk managers and insurance experts rate cyber
incidents as the greatest long-term future risk – and one of the most difficult to prepare for.4
These are serious threats to supply chain security, but other developments menace the very
ability of firms to continue to build corporate strategies on the widespread and reliable
interconnectivity that supported the emergence of a global economy in the past two decades. In
this view, the primary threats to supply chain security are the deterioration of North America's
freight transportation infrastructure, the growing rejection of the rules of trade that make
extended supply chains possible and climate change.
THE DETERIORATION OF NORTH AMERICA’S FREIGHT
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Today’s global production systems rest on a massive transformation of freight transportation.
Major changes in regulatory frameworks helped increase transport productivity, while new
transport logistics provided for just-in-time delivery. Improvements in transport technologies
and efficiency were found in larger scale ocean shipping, unit trains on land and the expansion
of containers.
Deferred maintenance and inadequate investment in highways, bridges, railroads, marine and
air transport, and border crossings infrastructure have undermined our ability to keep up with
these changes and with the increasing volumes of goods flowing across North America. The
most recent American Society of Civil Engineers “Report Card” on infrastructure marks the US
infrastructure “QPA” a D+. Inland waterways get a D- and roads a D, while ports score C and rail
rises to the top of the class at C+.5 None of this is new. In 2006, then UPS CEO Mike Eskew
stated, “What’s shocking, quite frankly, is the inability of our transportation infrastructure to
keep up with the normal day--to-day stresses imposed upon it… Our highways, waterways,
railroads and aviation network are simply not keeping up with ordinary demands.”6
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The Canadian situation tracked the US. In Canada, transport infrastructure spending was a
casualty of deficit reduction strategies adopted by federal and provincial governments in the
early 1990s. The result was a growing infrastructure gap as many provinces found that their
public road and highway spending was inadequate to maintain design specifications.
In 2007, the Conservative government recognized the growing infrastructure problem and
announced the Building Canada Plan.7 Stated Finance Minister Cannon: “Much of our public
infrastructure is nearing the end of its expected lifespan and needs upgrading or replacing.
Without significant investment in the country’s critical physical assets, there is a risk that
Canada will fall behind in the global economy and face challenges in maintaining a high quality
of life for all Canadians.”8 Still, the infrastructure deficit remained. In 2014, a leading think-tank
restated the same plaint: “Canadians are impacted by infrastructure that has failed to be
maintained or that remains to be built. This is apparent in the deterioration of our roads and
highways, the over-capacity of our public transit systems, underinvestment in affordable
housing and social infrastructure, and the increased prevalence of environmental incidents,
such as flooding in our urban areas. Canada’s infrastructure, along with the institutional
frameworks that fund and finance these assets, are in need of repair.”9
But repairing existing infrastructure is not good enough. We must fashion an efficient,
sustainable and secure freight infrastructure that will support North American competitiveness
in the 21st century. This requires serious strategic thinking about what our freight transportation
needs will be in coming decades and how to achieve them.
Actually, the US came close to something like this. Seeing a dramatic increase in north-south
freight traffic in the early 1990s, Washington devised the first of a series of highway bills. The
US Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and those which followed were
big, complex and expensive legislative packages.10 ISTEA, the first national transportation
legislation since the Interstate Highway system, was designed to create an economically efficient
and environmentally sound National Intermodal Transportation System, the foundation for US
competitiveness in the global economy. It called for the designation of a National Highway
System (NHS) – an interconnected network of highways linking major population centers
focused heavily on new North-South Corridors that would support rapidly growing Mexico-USCanada trade.11
A comprehensive assessment of the impact of this legislation has not yet been undertaken, but
several points are critical. First, the legislation (up to MAP-21) failed to lay the foundation for an
“economically efficient and environmentally sound National Intermodal Transportation System”
– nor even a rationalized North American superhighway system. More high priority corridors
were designated and more money for individual projects spent, but nothing like a coherent,
rational North American highway system emerged. Second, in the course of these acts, Congress
took greater control over the allocation of funds. Any sense of a coherent national plan was lost
in a flood of individual project “earmarks”.12 Third, even the more elaborated plans to
reinvigorate national infrastructures involved little cross border planning and collaboration.
Finally, our freight transportation systems have continued to deteriorate. North America’s Class
1 railroads are world leaders in efficiency and sustainability. But our rail systems continue to
operate on mid-19th century, east-west economic geography, not geared to new north-south
dynamics and very much hinged on highly congested Chicago. Our system of waterways and
canals has deteriorated even more. Without new thinking on railways and other forms of freight
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transportation, trucks will continue to be our dominant freight carrier – moving between 60%
and 70% of freight loads, and will roll on more and more congested highways.13
Will MAP-21 make a difference? MAP-21 has focused more on freight transportation than its
predecessors. It is mandated to create a national freight strategic plan and the Department of
Transportation is to establish a national freight network to help States improve freight
movement on highways. But highways are prioritized over other transportation modes, when
rail and water should be central to a 21st century freight transport system, and the freight
strategy is state-centered and does not look to a national system – not to speak of a continental
system.14
Money is tight,15 and more politically pressing issues of urban transit and potholes jostle against
freight transportation. Efforts will focus more on repairing existing infrastructure rather than
building for the 21st century. Supply chain efficiency will almost certainly suffer.
GROWING OPPOSITION TO TRADE POLICIES OF PAST DECADES
Meanwhile, growing opposition to trade policies of past decades could undermine the very
foundations of global supply chains – indeed, of a deeply integrated global economy.
What is alarming now is not that Americans are ambivalent about free trade. Rather it’s that
trade has become such a prominent issue in the 2016 election, and the views expressed by
Trump and Sanders on trade have become so extreme: “The rhetoric of the 2016 presidential
campaign has effectively weaponized free trade, turning it into a proxy for corporate greed, in
Sanders’ critique, or for government incompetence and politicians who put the interests of
corporate contributors over those of everyday Americans, in Trump’s.”16 That Democratic and
Republican candidates seem to share a suspicion of trade is unprecedented.17
Canadians, after the tumultuous debate over the US-Canada Free Trade Agreement, have been
generally in favor of free trade agreements and pleased in general with their relationship with
the US. Certainly the present Liberal government is strongly free-trade. But, with a falling dollar
and an uncertain economic outlook, there is evidence of more concern – though not rejection –
of free trade agreements. Like Americans, Canadians worry about possible job loss caused by
new trade agreements.18
Americans as a whole have not rejected free trade. A Pew Research Center report finds that US
voters are divided in their view of the impact of free trade agreements: 47% say free trade
agreements between the US and other countries have been good, while 43% say they have been
bad. But the same report indicates that less than a fifth of Americans believe that trade creates
jobs or improves wages.19 Voters respond, it seems, to demands to “bring jobs home.”
Trade has contributed to polarizing Congress, particularly over the last decade when Chinese
imports increased. Trade-induced polarization has had a significant effect on the overall
ideological makeup of Congress, which means that trade will surely remain a deeply divisive
issue in US politics no matter who is president.20
The emerging conversation on trade suggests that global supply chains will be viewed by many
in our government as job-destroying problems rather than growth and efficiency assets.
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The struggle over trade is being fought out against a background of fundamental changes in our
environment which are likely to exert major pressures on supply chains.
CLIMATE CHANGE
Vital infrastructure that supports supply chains will be affected by climate change and the
increase in many types of extreme weather it causes.21 The US National Climate Assessment
report states:
Climate change will affect transportation systems directly, through infrastructure
damage, and indirectly, through changes in trade flows, agriculture, energy use,
and settlement patterns…. Transportation systems are already experiencing
costly climate change related impacts…. Over the coming decades, all regions and
modes of transportation will be affected by increasing temperatures, more
extreme weather events, and changes in precipitation…. Transportation systems
are also vulnerable to interruptions in fuel and electricity supply, as well as
communications disruptions – which are also subject to climatic stresses.22
Coastal systems are particularly at risk with immense potential impact on supply chain security.
Six of the US’s top ten freight gateways (by value of shipments) will be at risk from sea level rise.
Seven of the ten largest ports (by tons of traffic) are located in the Gulf Coast. 23 The threat is not
only rising ocean levels but also increasing frequency of disruptive weather events like
hurricanes Katrina and Sandy. These events threaten not only ports but all transportation
infrastructure in coastal and near-coastal areas – including, for example, large segments of the
Northeast Corridor infrastructure. Experts agree that Canada’s East and West coastal regions
face the same threats.24
As threatening climate change is to ports – and to supply chain security – little has been done to
adapt to this emerging situation. An EPA report concludes that port authorities have been more
focused on reducing the “carbon footprint” of freight transportation. “However, most ports do
not appear to be thinking about, let alone actively preparing to address, the effects of climate
change.”25 A recent survey of world port authorities finds that the majority are concerned about
the impacts of sea-level rise, but not are yet implementing adaptation strategies.26
Inland regions have experienced severe precipitation events, hail, and flooding events,
damaging roads, bridges, and rail systems and the vehicles that use them. Climate change could
have similarly powerful impacts on production location and land-use patterns and will raise
capital costs as localities around the world struggle to rebuild damaged infrastructure. In every
dimension, climate change menaces supply chain security.
CONCLUSION
That containers could become instruments of terror and the rising levels of cybercrime are both
serious threats to supply chain security. Government and business leaders are well aware of
these threats and surveillance and other counter-measures are underway to defend against
them. But larger storms are brewing whose menace to supply chain security is greater still and
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where actions to protect supply chains moves more slowly. These include the continued
deterioration of transportation infrastructure, a new posture on trade which views supply chains
as threats to jobs and wages, and the impact of climate change. These threats do not lie off in the
distant future; they are threats of today and tomorrow.
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